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1: Popular Upstairs Downstairs Books
Mystery at the Downstairs Bookstore: A Kara Sawyer Mystery by Sue Goodman Harris The best thing about moving to
Oregon, thought eleven-year-old Kara, is that their new apartment is above a bookstore. Everything else is new as well;
the apartment where she lives with her mother, the busy small town street below their windows, and the somewhat.

This fall has an abundance of Canadian mysteries already in place with more to come. Here are a half-dozen
books to refresh your collection and take us from Ireland to England and on to small towns with lots of
secrets. College professor Paul Davis witnesses a friend in the act of dumping not one, but two dead bodies.
This leads to a near death for Paul, post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and strains at work and home.
But that old clunker seems to have a life of its own, clacking in the night when no one but Paul hears it. Is it
real or a hallucination? A film crew arrives to make a documentary on Love and, of course, his intertwined
family, and that leads to movie stars moving into real lives and adapting them. This is a great little family
mystery with engaging characters and a solid plot. Definitely worth a weekend. Still Water is even better than
her debut. Story continues below advertisement Story continues below advertisement But High River is a town
full of secrets and lies run by a protective matriarch named Helen Haines. Be warned, you read Brady for
atmosphere, bags of it, and characters that stick in your head. But his mother wants him home. That means a
fantastic trip through Dublin with a writer who loves the place in all its squalour and gorgeousness. This is
Brady as we love him. I miss Minogue, but Malone will certainly do. Nothing for Lane to do but follow her
man and investigate the case herself, using skills and connections based on her wartime work as an espionage
agent. Good plot and fun characters keep this series fresh. Jejeune, late of Quebec, is also an avid birder which
gives this series its hook as well as its charm. Last time out, Jejeune was in danger of being ousted from his
job. This opening finds him reinstalled and relatively happy but in short order, an earlier case of his is
reopened and the implications are dire fore him. Good plot and a solid setting make this series move.
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2: The Hartford Courant - We are currently unavailable in your region
Mystery at the Downstairs Bookstore: A Kara Sawyer Mystery and millions of other books are available for Amazon
Kindle. Learn more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free
Kindle App.

Cook Oct 18, Thomas H. A veteran thriller and mystery writer of over 20 books, Cook shared his favorite
mystery novels. I went to the Alabama public schools at a time when my English teachers, all but one of
whom was a woman, taught nothing but the classics. They revered the great British and American writers. As
a result, my reading taste has always been guided by the sense that a novel should be a complete work of art,
that action, alone, is not enough, and that it is moral dilemma that ups the ante in crime fiction just as it does in
all other literary forms. For these reasons, the 10 books listed below are all novels that skew toward the
literary. Their plots are character-driven and their action is organic. They have distinct narrative voices and the
sense of place is, as they say, palpable. That said, they are extraordinarily different in time, place, style, voice
and probably in every other way one novel can be technically different from another. In the end, of course, the
relationship between a novel and a reader is one in which one subjectivity confronts another. My choices are
admittedly subjective, with plenty of room for disagreement, but in my view they remain if not the 10 best
mysteries every written, certainly my favorites. It is large and sweeping, with skillfully drawn characters,
lovely passages and absolutely haunting scenes, a fully formed 19th century novel with all the trimmings. The
story is complicated, but it was originally written in serial form, so the story moves forward in carefully
measured steps. Much of what became standard in crime fiction was first done here, so it is not only an
engaging read, but a fundamentally instructive one. A Crime in the Neighborhood by Suzanne Berne - I have
recommended this book many times to all kinds of readers. For me, it is a novel that uses suspense in the best
possible way, not by having a character confront one contrived obstacle after another in a mindless stream of
action, but by creating an atmosphere of deep moral peril in which the culminating tragedy seems as inevitable
as it is, wellâ€¦tragic. It is also one of those books in which the title become completely apt, and very moving,
after one has completed the book. The good news is that the book lives up to the title. This is psychological
suspense for adults, with real people confronting real, and very dark problems. Dimitrios, in life and death, is a
figure of surpassing fascination, his life a tale of struggle and fierce intrigue that I have never forgotten. The
secondary characters are wonderfully drawn. From the moment Charles Latimer meets Colonel Haki and hears
of the mysterious Dimitrios, the reader is returned to the lost Balkan world that flourished between the two
world wars, a boiling cauldron of expediency and deceit that Ambler renders in exquisite detail. It is a story of
two brothers, one a cop, the other a priest, and by following their relationship along the trail of a gruesome
crime, it ultimately becomes one of the most movingly redemptive novels I have ever read. The Eye of the
Beholder by Marc Behm - I read this novel years and years ago, and have never been able to get it out of my
mind. It is a story of obsession, with a private detective called only The Eye who follows a nameless female
serial killer for more than a decade. The Eye is the classically damaged PI, not just solitary, but deeply lonely,
and the woman he pursues is a heartless--yet in some sense comprehensible--hater of men. The macabre dance
of death that becomes their lives is one of the strangest and most intriguing relationships in mystery fiction. A
Simple Plan by Scott Smith - In this wholly realistic novel, two brothers and a friend come upon a crashed
plane in whose shattered ruins they find an enormous sum of money. Before that moment, none of these men
has ever needed to concoct a simple plan to keep and conceal a fortune that quite obviously does not belong
them. In the midst of doing just that, they become criminals, as well as victims of crime. The story builds
steadily as the wages of sin become more and more costly. Here is a classic cautionary tale about the penalty
dishonesty may exact upon ordinary, and largely innocent, human beings. Sneaky People by Thomas Berger This is arguably one of the funniest crime novels ever written. It is set in the s, and its main character is Buddy
Sandifer, a used car dealer who wants one very simple thing: The reason is no less simple. He yearns to live
the rest of his days with Laverne, a woman who on occasion dimly realizes that sleeping with men for money
adds up to prostitution. Part novel of intrigue, part mystery, part love story, The Quiet American remains as
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powerful today as when it was first written. Wolfe, may not have committed the crime at all.
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3: Buy A Noise Downstairs - Microsoft Store
Books shelved as upstairs-downstairs: The House at Riverton by Kate Morton, Longbourn by Jo Baker, The House at
Tyneford by Natasha Solomons, Up and Down.

Get a compelling long read and must-have lifestyle tips in your inbox every Sunday morning â€” great with
coffee! So the next time your eyes start to blur after thumbing your four-inch screen for a couple hours, you
can come up for air and head to one of these 15 brick-and-mortar independent bookstores. Inexpensive books
that are perfect for filling sparse shelves 3. Downstairs is dedicated to a decent selection of newer works;
upstairs is stuffed to the brim with used books arranged in every genre imaginable. Classics in every edition
and cover, thanks to repetitive reading lists and nomadic college students Photo credit: Head House Books
Facebook 4. Recommended reading lists that parlay into top-notch gifts 5. The place is 40 years old, and there
are lots of books. Your New Age mysticism questions 7. Port Richmond Books Richmond Street, Port
Richmond Housed in a former silent movie theater, this massive bookstore counts over , books in its
collection, making it ideal for uninterrupted treasure hunting. And while the lengthy aisles of books are surely
a draw, locals also enjoy picking the brain of owner and longtime Philadelphian he volunteered at the Society
Hill Playhouse for 30 years Greg Gillespie. Irish literature and out-of-print collectibles 8. Wellington Square
Bookshop Wellington Square, Exton There are bookstores that are best for solitary browsing, while others are
better suited for the extroverted reader. Wellington Square Bookshop is one of the latter. A book club
featuring books you actually want to read 9. Smart beach reads to stash away for the Shore Art books coffee
table perfect! Stellar recommendations from shopkeepers who really know their lit Photo credit: Indulgent,
transcendent browsing The gritty, cavernous bookshop is better suited for lazy afternoons spent parsing
through masses of books some 50, of them and random curiosities in the 5, square foot warehouse. Need to
refresh your shelves at home? Swap your books and music for 35 percent their worth in store credit.
Well-stocked shelves of obscure categories like cookbooks and cultural studies
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4: 15 Best Independent Bookstores in Philadelphia | Shoppist
Upstairs, Downstairs Television Series April 10, I was thinking back about some of the best television series I have
watched, and Upstairs, Downstairs immediately came to mind.

Desirable, but not essential: Catherine Aird British, Allingham, Margery British, Very involved plots and
Campion plays the upper class twit almost too well. Nicholas Blake British, Day Lewis, Poet Laureate of
England, so his mysteries are elegant and literate, featuring elegant, literate Nigel Strangeways, Oxford
graduate and amateur sleuth. Christianna Brand British, Lilian Jackson Braun US: Jon Breen US, Leo Bruce
British, Good puzzles, good wit. Agatha Christie British, Amanda Cross US, Elizabeth Daly US, Diane
Mott Davidson US: American "Donnish School;" series character is Prof. Kelly of a New England college;
some preoccupation with moral choices here. Also writes romantic suspense, also known as Elizabeth Ferrars.
John Greenwood British, Also wrote police procedurals under his real name of John Buxton Hilton.
British-style mysteries written by an American Anglophile; features Inspector Richard Jury and his aristocratic
Wimseyesque colleague Melrose Plant; each novel is named after a British pub; good plots, good
characterizations. Gerald Hammond British, Carolyn Hart US, Also writes a series set in Maggody, which are
much darker in tone. Georgette Heyer British, Michael Innes British, Lucille Kallen US, Second series
featuring R. Dominic, Congressman from Ohio and set in the world of politics. Elizabeth Lemarchand British,
Frances and Richard Lockridge US: North, a Nick and Nora Charles type couple, who go through many
cocktails in the course of their sleuthing. Sharyn McCrumb US, Charlotte MacLeod US, Ngaio Marsh
British, Nancy Pickard US, Mary Monica Pulver US: Phoebe Atwood Taylor US, Josephine Tey British,
Colin Watson British, Miss Marple would never recognize his village of Flaxborough, complete with brothels
and tea cozy tourist traps; the humor is bawdy. Patricia Wentworth British,
5: The 10 Best Mystery Books
A veteran thriller and mystery writer of over 20 books, Cook shared his favorite mystery novels. I went to the Alabama
public schools at a time when my English teachers, all but one of whom was a.

6: The Last Bookstore
Only Paul can hear the noise coming from downstairs; Charlotte worries he's going off the rails. Paul believes that the
typewriter is somehow connected to the murderer, who is now in prison. Increasingly tormented, Paul reinvestigates the
deaths.

7: Grand Central Market | Events | Magic & Mystery at the Market
Upstairs/Downstairs This list is for historical fiction, set during the Victorian and Edwardian periods, that feature the point
of view of servants in stately homes (they may be just one of the viewpoints).

8: Upstairs/Downstairs (66 books)
Written by Linwood Barclay â€” This could be called The Case of the Haunted Typewriter, because an old-fashioned
typewriter is one of the eeriest images in Linwood Barclay's new psychological thriller. Paul Davis is a professor at a
small Connecticut college living with his second wife on the.

9: Book Marks reviews of A Noise Downstairs by Linwood Barclay
A perfect doggo at the UC San Diego Bookstore, a powerful mural outside Ken Sanders Books, and love at Housing
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Works. "Murder on the Beach is an active member of the mystery community with.
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